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 ORRERY'S 'THE TRAGEDY OF ZOROASTRES.'

 ALTHOUGH Roger Boyle, Earl of Orrery, is an important figure in our

 dramatic literature, not so much perhaps from any outstanding poetical

 merit as from his position as the pioneer and a prominent purveyor of

 heroic tragedy, it will be found that the history and bibliography of his

 theatre have up to the present time been by no means clearly presented,

 but that several points which care and research might have elucidated

 are left doubtful and obscure. Quite recent discovery has indeed

 finally settled the vexed question as to the originator of the rhymed

 heroic drama in England and, by proving that Orrery was the first to use

 the rhymed couplet in this fashion, emphasized the point and pertinency

 of Dryden's dedication to The Rival Ladies (4to, 1664), showing that his

 address and the defence of'following the New way...of writing Scenes

 in Verse' are no mere partial phrase and compliment, as many critics

 have thought, but must be taken to be literally and definitely true.

 The collected edition of Orrery's works, 2 vols. 1739, 'for R. Dodsley

 in Pall Mall,' unfortunately enough excludes his comedy Mr Anthony

 (4to, 1690), and gives in its place the insipid As You Find It by Charles

 Boyle. There seems no reason for this eclecticism, save the carelessness

 or caprice of the editor, but we are accordingly not surprised to find that

 he did not trouble to print-even if he knew of its existence-Orrery's

 last work, The Tragedy of Zoroastres which still remains in MS. (Sloane,

 1828), unedited and practically unknown. Clarence in The Stage

 Cyclopaedia has, it is true, duly noted this play, but we find no

 mention of it in The Dictionary of National Biography, in The

 Cambridge History of English Literature, vol. vIII, nor yet in Ward, nor

 in Nettleton. As it has never been printed and is almost totally

 forgotten there should be an account of this strange and, in some ways,

 representative play.

 The Tragedy of Zoroastres, which bears as a motto Ovid's line 'Omne

 genus Scripti gravitate Tragoedia vincit' (Tristia II, 381), and the

 Horatian 'Scribimus indocti doctiq.-' (Ep. II, 1, 117), has inscribed
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 MONTAGUE SUMMERS

 beneath the title 'Written in 1676.' There seems no reason to dispute

 this date, about which time Orrery was living in the south of Ireland-

 The dramatis personae are set out as follows:

 The Persons Names Represented by

 Zoroastres King of Bactria y first Magician

 Oroandes Young King of Armenia Ally's to

 Phylander Prince of Macedon Zoroastres

 Daemolgoron son to Zoroastres

 Woemen

 olnicen ' Daughters to Zoroastres
 Polynice

 Cyane Plylander's sister

 Trivia Governess to e 2 Princesses

 High Priest Ambassadour

 Guards

 Spirits

 Ghost

 Attendants

 The Scaen Bactria

 There is neither prologue nor epilogue, a fact which together with

 the absence of performers' names I shall notice later.

 The first act opens with 'The scene a dark grove on y side of

 a Rock, at y bottom y Ocean with ships riding is seen. out of the grove

 Zoroastres comes attended severall spirits ascending and meeting him,

 all with burning lamps in their hands. strange sort of Noises are heard

 in the air with flashes of lightning & thunder. Zoroastres comes

 forward & speakes:

 K. How great's my Pow'r? Whose hand Hell's throne can shake

 And Drousey Ghosts from beds of Earth awake.

 Pluto himself does frightnd Trembling stand

 And dreads his Treasure when I wave my wand.

 Experience goes to show that the old authors seldom wrote elaborate

 stage-directions, and that these were generally added by the prompter.

 (This must not of course be taken as applying to semi-operatic and

 spectacular performances.) Orrery however was a striking exception to

 this rule, and the opening direction here may be paralleled with that in

 Henry the Fifth (1664) at the commencement of Act Iv, and again with

 the elaborate scenario of The Black Prince, produced 19 Oct., 1667.

 These were smartly parodied by Buckingham (see my edition of

 The Rehearsal, p. 137). A back-cloth of the ocean or a river with ships

 was a favourite set in heroic tragedies, doubtless as affording a stately

 prospect and giving scope to the scene-painter; cf. John Webb's design

 for D'Avenant's Siege of Rhodes I, 1 (Chatsworth collection, box A,

 25
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 drawing No. 13 (b)), of which a reproduction is given in The Burlington

 Magazine, May, 1914. So we have in The Rival Ladies, Act Iv,' Scene

 the Third. Through a Rock is discover'd a Navy of Ships Riding at a

 Distance'; in Settle's The Empress of Morocco, Act I, 1, 'The Scene

 opened, is represented the Prospect of a large River, with a glorious

 Fleet of Ships, supposed to be the Navy of Muly Hamet.'

 Zoroaster dismisses his Spirits, and as they depart he spies his son,

 Daemolgoron, walking in a grove,

 Melancholy, as if hee were in Love.

 In a few moments he overhears him confess his love for Cyane, and at

 the same time his fear to avow it. Daemolgoron 'falls in a Trance on

 a Couch' and the King, cursing his passion, and resolving to 'tare him

 from her Arms,' goes out. Thereupon ' Two spirits in shapes of woemen

 clad all in white with Wands fly down and stand before Daemol:

 who all y while lays asleep on a Couch.' They sing and invoke Cupid

 who appears 'brandishing a dart, y 2 spirits fly up to him. And on

 a sudden y stage darkens & y cave and grove vanish.' The scene then

 'shifts into a Pallace.' Oroandes and Phylander enter. In sonorous

 lines-amongst the best in the play-Oroandes declares his eagerness

 for action and war. Proud Persia who is last 'to adore y Rising Sun'

 must be subdued. Phylander asserts his darling wish to follow Oroandes,

 when they are interrupted by Juliana and Polynice who are seen 'hand

 in hand at y other end of y Stage.' Phylander falls into a rapture, but

 Oroandes tries to drag him away, shouting 'To War-to War!' 'Whilest

 Phylander stands talking to himself y two princesses goe of S stage as

 hee goes to follow 'em two Cupids fly down & stand before him One

 Like a handsome boy y other a Young Girl.' These aerial visitants sing,

 and the Girl says:

 The smallest hair I have shall bee thy Chain

 And you shal liue my slaue whilst I doe Reign.

 They then vanish. It is impossible here but to be reminded of Pope's

 , And beauty draws us with a single hair,' The Rape of the Lock, II, 28.

 Scenes in which spirits descend and sing were frequent in the heroic

 drama, and are prime favourites with Orrery. One may refer to the

 beginning of the Second Act of The Black Prince for a salient example.

 Presently Juliana and Polynice re-enter to Phylander, who wishes to

 retire since

 Our Ancient Bards did write men ought to dye

 And they approach'd Diuinity too nigh.

 26
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 MONTAGUE SUMMERS

 Upon a little encouragement however he tells his name:

 My Name 's Phylander & my father Reigns

 Ouer y Great & large Pharsalian Plains

 Renown'd for Battles ,

 and even proceeds to declare love to Polynice. She is now mild, now

 imperious, but lingers until summoned thence by Trivia. Oroandes

 returns and expostulates with his friend, terming him a 'Heretick to

 War.' The scene next 'shifts to a pleasant Orange Grove' where we

 find Cyane endeavouring to avoid Daemolgoron, who follows her crying

 'Divine! Adored!' She repulses him, and a little later when he

 confesses to his father his love, Zoroastres abruptly replies:

 As long as you a Passion for her own

 You'll loose your Title to your Father's Crown.

 Act II opens with another spectacle of spirits and amorini. 'The

 scene drawn. Oroandes is discouer'd laying asleep uppon a Couch.'

 A vision appears of the Temple of Cupid, who descends 'with 2

 darts in his hands, one of Jealousey, y other of despair. hee goes

 round Oroandes at last sticks 'em both in him.' A song is given for

 Cupid 'How sweet is revenge to our Godship above,. and in his dream

 Oroandes sees Polynice, smiling and beautiful. He wakes, and, in

 lines that out-Herod the wildest rants of Maximin or Almanzor,

 raves of his passion for this bright nymph. Polynice enters, and in

 a furious scene the hero swears 'by all th' innumerous gods' that he

 loves her. Rejecting his suit she coldly leaves him to despair. In

 the next scene, the Palace, Zoroastres rebuffs the Persian ambassador

 and declares war. There is 'a noise of drums & hollowing,' and the

 king encourages the princes to arm for battle. As Polynice bids a

 tender farewell to Phylander, Oroandes overhears them. Juliana and

 Cyane enter, and Juliana reveals to Oroandes that she loves him, upon

 which Cyane cries:

 What shall I doe, I am for ever lost

 My Loue must needs bee by y Princess crost

 His Nature 's too soe haughty and seuere

 That my Complaints and sighs hee'le never hear.

 Then to my dying howr I will conceal,

 And ne're that I a lover was reveal.

 Meanwhile a warlike noise, heard at first 'afar off,' gets louder and

 louder, and is explained to be the King at the head of his warriors going

 to the temple of the God of War:

 This day for solemn rites hee does approve

 To Morrow towards Persia they doe move.

 27
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 Orrery's ' The Tragedy of Zoroastres'

 Immediately 'Enter King Zorl: Daemolgoron, Phylander Cyane with

 Preists holding Wands. The scene Mars' Temple at y foot of the Altar

 Tapers stand burning with dishes of blood. The Divan or High Preist

 takes a dish of blood and after k Ceremony speaks':

 This blood the fates from dying Persia took

 And at y blow th' expiring kingdome shook.

 Anon Daemolgoron prophesies the doom of Persia:

 The swelling Granick flood shall bloody run

 With sanguine streams and fright their setting sun.

 With raging Flames wee'le all their Citys burn

 The very Heau'ns with smoke shall clouded turn.

 All their high marble tow'rs shall scorchbd bee

 Soe much of fire Persia then shall see

 That she shall mistake her own Deity

 With this we may compare The Rival Queens, Act II, 1, where Alexander

 cries:

 Can none remember? Yes, I know all must

 When Glory, like the dazzling Eagle, stood

 Perch'd on my Bever in the Granick Flood;

 When Fortune's self my Standard trembling bore,

 And the pale Fates stood frighted on the Shore.

 Lee, of course, attains heights of poetry and majestic grandiloquence

 to which Orrery could never reach.

 Zoroastres promises Polynice to the Prince who achieves the most

 heroic deed in the war, which gives occasion for Oroandes and Phylander

 to proclaim their rivalry. The procession of courtiers and priests passes

 on, and Juliana left alone with Oroandes loads him with reproaches,

 screaming out:

 Outriual'd by my sister ?-Yonger too?

 Curse on my stars!

 To her accusations of falseness he replies in chilling accents:

 Madam you said you'de not accept of mine,

 You bawk'd my flame which did soe glorious shine,

 Thank then your self--

 He leaves her, and we have a dance of Salii with a martial song

 'Feirce War, Feirce War is a coming.' Six spirits then rise and 'dance

 an Antick dance,' which ended, the scene changes to the orange grove.

 Zoroastres enters, exclaiming

 Soe now I'le satisfye my love, my son

 Who is my rivall, I have sent to wars.

 For I must own it, that (Cyane's beauty

 Has surprised mee. Bowes to

 And heated my age into feircest loue. y Boxes.

 But lest you Beautys should think this a sin shakes

 Though age without Thanke joue I'ue youth within. himself.
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 MONTAGUE SUMMERS

 Cyane appears 'at y other end of y Walk.' Zoroastres declares his

 love. The lady spurns and defies him, and there is much bombast.

 The act ends with a tag spoken by the King

 Remember Gallants that you have been told

 You'de better loue when Young then when you're old.

 In the MS. a fresh hand commences at the line 'And heated my

 age...' continuing to the end of the play. The passage of direct appeal

 to the audience is most noticeable. It may be paralleled in the

 Elizabethan drama, but I know of no instance occurring in a play of so

 late a date as Zoroastres. Brome indeed in The Antipodes (acted at

 Salisbury Court in 1638), has a sneer at such conventions:

 Letoy. when you are

 To speake to your coactors in the Scene,

 You hold interloquutions with the Audients.

 Byplay. That is a way my Lord has bin allow'd

 On elder stages to move mirth and laughter.

 Let. Yes in the dayes of Tarlton and Kempe,

 Before the stage was purg'd from barbarisme,

 And brought to the perfection it now shines with.

 'Thanke joue' originally stood 'Thanke God.' The word 'God' has

 been deleted and 'joue' is written over the line.

 Act III opens with a garden. Juliana in fine frenzy is raving of her

 love for Oroandes. Trivia attempts to comfort her. Zoroastres enters

 with his attendants. He sends for Cyane, 'Meanwhile he sits down.

 soft Musick aboue.' Cyane again rejects his suit, and enraged he swears:

 By Burning Stix I'le have thy life or Loue.

 Guards! seize that Witch there.

 She is seized, but in a few moments the amorous king falls at her

 feet imploring mercy for his cruelty. In the next scene Juliana re-

 proaches Polynice for having gained Oroandes' love. Polynice assures

 her that he has no place in her heart. 'The scene changes. Cyane is

 discouered laying on a Couch with a book in her hand. Two Tapers

 burning by her. A Terrible Clap of Thunder is heard. Seuerall

 streams of fire cross y stage & y heavens open from which a spirit

 descends, and sings':

 Song.

 From Orosmades r great

 And from Alha lord of fate

 To you bright Beauty am I come

 To tell you your approaching doom.

 As Cyane wakes, Zoroastres enters with a poison'd bowl. Since she

 29
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 stills treats him with contumely, he compels her to drink, and she

 incontinently expires cursing the tyrant.

 In The Rival Queens, ii, 1, we also find a mention of Orosmades,

 where Aristander, the soothsayer, announces the omens of ill:

 To Orosmades' Cave I did repair,

 Where I aton'd the dreadful God with prayer.

 A triumph opens Act iv. 'The scene Bactria. y streets all hung

 with rich Tapestry in which may be represented y wars & Overthrow

 of Persia. after severall sorts of Musick heard and acclamations

 Daemolgoron and y 2 Princes enter through a guard of souldiers the

 Captives following them with their sword points downward.' Zoroastres

 and his court meet the victors. Both Phylander, who has twice saved

 Daemolgoron's life, and Oroandes, who has killed the Persian king in

 single combat, demand the hand of the princess. Zoroastres puts them

 off for a while, and meantime bestows the Kingdom of Persia on

 Oroandes. When Zoroastres is alone 'severall spirits arise all in black

 with ghastly vizards.' He sends them to secure the two princes by

 enchantment:

 Use all your pow'rfull drugs that may them keep,

 Try watchfull life to Captive with your sleep.

 Secure their body's, then cast Magick round,

 And that noe place at all for flight be found

 Let all y world bee made inchanted ground.

 The scene changes to a' Rock with woods adjoyning. Enter Oroandes

 following y shape of Polynice who still flys from him.' A moment or

 two after, three savages lead her swiftly across the stage 'into one of the

 alleys.' She cries for help, and Oroandes 'pursues them to a caue which

 is at y foot of y rock, they all vanish and leave him chain'd dancing

 round him.' The prince finds he can stir neither hand nor foot. Next

 Phylander is entrapped by precisely the same business and the same

 magic glamour. He is bound in a circle opposite to Oroandes. Daemol-

 goron has discovered Cyane's murder, and when the scene shuts on the

 two captives he rushes in with drawn sword threatening his father.

 'Soft Musick is heard aboue. y heavens open Cyane descends all pale,

 four Cupids hang ore her head weeping, crown'd with Cypress Garlands.'

 As Daemolgoron gazes she ascends to soft music. This vision is very

 similar to that of Rosalinda in Lee's Sophonisba. Hannibal has had

 recourse to the priestesses of Bellona, who by their horrid rites show him

 the future, and ' Rosalinda rises in a Chair, pale, with a Wound on her

 breast; two Cupids descend, and hang weeping over her.'

 30
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 MONTAGUE SUMMERS

 Zoroastres is seen talking to the two ensorcelled captives who defy

 him even in their chains. He shouts:

 By Asrenoth ! you shall both dye, Appear

 My guardian spirits.

 The demons go out muttering and return with Cyane's head which

 they hold 'against Phylanders face.' The scene shuts on this ghoulish

 fantasy, and Zoroastres remains alone. Daemolgoron with a troop of

 soldiers appears and is about to make the king prisoner. The wizard

 monarch summons his spirits, but to his dismay the genius answers:

 Thy Power, 0 King, is now expir'd !

 I open'd y Golden Legend & there saw

 Thy leas'd soul run out & forfeited.

 At the same moment a messenger, half-distraught, rushes in crying

 that the palace is in flames, the mighty statue of Zoroastres has fallen

 and is broken to pieces, whilst innumerable spirits are to be seen mingled

 with the fire, exulting in the ruin. (The scene shifts to y Rocks where

 y Princes were chain'd. their chains drop of & y spirits vanish.'

 At the commencement of Act v we find Juliana, Polynice and Trivia

 in a state of terrible fear. Polynice declares:

 The Sibill's now fulfill'd wee must expire

 And all our world must perish in this fire.

 Temples, houses, streets blaze amain. (From this point the play

 deserts rhyme for halting blank verse.) The High Priest enters robed

 in full pontificals and summons the spirit Ariell, who announces that

 Zoroastres must die, and of the royal house only Polynice will be left

 alive to be happy with Phylander. In a short passage Daemolgoron and

 his soldiers cry out for the King's death. Here is a brief lyric interlude,

 a song of spirits headed by Ariell. The palace is shown. Zoroastres,

 crowned, in his most splendid attire, defiant, is seated on his throne.

 Daemolgoron is dragged in fettered. On a sudden thunder peals,

 lightning flashes, and 'streams of fire cross y stage.' Furies and demons

 arise shaking dark torches at the monarch. They howl a chorus of

 doom, and in a moment 'all descend, pulling ' King down with them,

 y Heavens raining fire uppon them.' A grove closes over these horrors.

 Oroandes enters, to whom Trivia brings the news of Juliana's death.

 The prince in a few tame lines remarks that he will leave. Bactria for

 ever:

 Hence then to Camps and Bloody feilds I'le goe

 Where Death does reign and all Mankind's my foe.

 In the last scene we have a magnificent temple. The nuptials of

 31
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 Phylander and Polynice are in progress. The High Priest invokes

 Ariell who descends clad all in white' and blesses the happy pair.

 It would seem that Orrery did not trouble to gather up his threads

 in this last act. We hear nothing of Daemolgoron, who was made

 prisoner when attempting his father's life, save a casual line from

 Polynice to the effect that her brother is dead. The fate of Juliana

 and the departure of Oroandes are most confusedly and badly told.

 It certainly cannot be claimed that The Tragedy of Zoroastres has

 any great literary value. It is in truth easily the worst of Orrery's

 dramas, but from its very roughness and the huddled conclusion I am

 strongly inclined to think that what we possess is merely an unrevised

 copy, lacking the author's final touches and polish. That the Horatian

 canon with regard to diction is flagrantly violated, that we have

 ampullas et sesquipedalia uerba followed by the most impertinent

 sermo pedestris, is not matter for surprise, hardly for criticism; only the

 very greatest writers of heroic drama could escape this pitfall, perhaps

 only Dryden himself. On the stage however the scene of Zoroastres'

 doom would have been very effective, and with all his faults Orrery had

 a keen eye for theatrical effect, a gift that more than once won him

 success when the tragedy of far greater and purer writers failed. Even

 in his comedy Guzman he could not refrain from giving us an elaborate

 scene in an 'astrological cabinet,' where, although the magic is feigned,

 we have spells and conjurations, a boy drest as a baboon, another as the

 devil, Maria, Lucia, and their maids in glittering habits presenting aerial

 spirits and genii, together with an abundance of' great flashes of fire.'

 It seems improbable that The Tragedy of Zoroastres was actually

 played. The facts that no prologue nor epilogue is given, that

 'Represented by' is followed by a blank, are almost conclusive on this

 point. It was probably prepared for the old Smock Alley Theatre,

 Dublin, which in the Post-Restoration period had a music gallery over

 the proscenium, similar to the music loft at the Duke's in Dorset

 Garden, shown in an illustration to Act I, 1, of Settle's The Empress of

 Morocco (4to, 1673). This would account for the stage-direction 'music

 above' which so frequently occurs in Orrery's play. Unfortunately the

 Irish theatrical annals of that period have not come down to us, so

 whilst at present we are able to state it as a strong probability that

 The Tragedy of Zoroastres never saw the boards, we must yet hesitate

 to assert this as an undisputed and incontrovertible fact.

 MONTAGUE SUMMERS.

 TWICKENHAM.
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